Preface
As Chairperson of Blue Teapot Theatre Company, I welcome the findings of this comprehensive and
insightful report 'Ability Not Disability: Arts, Bravery and Changing Views in Ireland: Blue Teapot
Theatre Company SROI Analysis.’
Blue Teapot is a multi-award winning Theatre Company, Performing Arts School and Outreach
programme for people with intellectual disabilities which is at the forefront of Arts and Disability in
Ireland. We are committed to high quality theatre, training and the celebration of creativity.
Blue Teapot has gone from strength to strength since its foundation by the Brothers of Charity Services
in 1996, moving to the establishment of an independent company in 2009. It has gained wide
recognition and respect from artistic and civic organisations and is seen as a model flagship for Arts
and Disability.
In 2016, Blue Teapot will turn 20 years. We took this as an opportunity to consult with our stakeholders
to ensure our vision for the next chapter is informed by their collective feedback. An independent
SROI evaluation was selected as the best vehicle to capture the views of a wide range of
stakeholders and to gather detailed information on the impact of Blue Teapot’s activities. The
external validation of the report, which ensured that the report did not over value project outcomes,
was also important to the Board of Blue Teapot.
This report is a powerful testament to the success of Blue Teapot. It is impressive to find that for every
one euro invested in the Company there is a sizable return of four euros. It is clear that Blue Teapot
creates highly valued outcomes for its stakeholders. Overall this report includes the views of 289
people including actors, performing art students, outreach participants, family members, support
staff, audience members and representatives of local and national arts and civic organisations. The
Board and staff of Blue Teapot were also consulted.
Blue Teapot’s participants identify themselves as actors and artists. This report validates the ethos of
the company, which is to affirm this creative identity by giving the best available training and
professional opportunities. Performing on platforms such as Dublin Fringe and Galway International
Arts Festival to huge critical acclaim and sell out shows reflects high quality theatre and also leads
directly to positive outcomes, including: professional recognition, major boosts in self confidence,
improved communication and life skills. Theatre audiences commented on the insightful and life
changing theatre of Blue Teapot. Family members describe the warm and friendly learning
environment that is created by the Artistic Director Petal Pilley and her staff team.
The report also identifies key issues and challenges including; the need for progression opportunities
for the performing arts students once they have finished their training, future employment
opportunities for the actors, increased staffing levels, sourcing additional secure funding and
strengthening of organisational structures. The recommendations provide a number of responses to
these issues and will be embraced as a roadmap for future development. We look forward to
working together with our many stakeholders to make this happen.
I would like to thank Caroline Gardner and Quality Matters for their extensive research and
commitment to providing such a high quality report and to express my appreciation to all those who
participated in the research. I congratulate everyone involved who works with, participates in and
volunteers for their commitment to contributing to the creative hub of excellence that is Blue Teapot
Theatre Company. I thank them for continuing to stretch boundaries and for their contribution to the
regional and national arts dialogue in relation to inclusion.
Fiona Coffey,
Chairperson Blue Teapot Theatre Company.
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people. To the participants of the Theatre Company, Performing Arts School and to the Bright Soul,
thanks for your enthusiastic engagement in this evaluation; it is hoped that this research can support
a greater understanding of the value of this project in the lives of yourselves and your families.
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Introduction to the
Report
This Social Return on Investment (SROI)
evaluation highlights the excellent value
proposition of the Blue Teapot Theatre
Company; the externally validated report,
shows a return on investment of around four
euro for every euro invested in the
programme.
This executive summary outlines what an SROI
is, and how it has been used to detail and
value the outcomes that are received by the
many stakeholder groups whom are affected
by the work of Blue Teapot. Value in this report
is discussed in a number of ways - in relation to
how many people have received what
quantities of change, in relation to the
monetary value of such change, but most
convincing the value created by Blue Teapot
has been eloquently described though quotes
from some of the 289 people who contributed
their views to this very detailed evaluation of
the work of the Blue Teapot Theatre
Company.

Blue Teapot Theatre
Company
Blue Teapot was founded in 1996 by the
Brothers of Charity Services Galway (BOCSG)
prior to being established as an independent
company in 2009. Over this time the
organisation has developed into a multistranded theatre company to national
acclaim. The company has maintained it
focus on providing quality professional
performance art training opportunities for
adults with intellectual disabilities who cannot
access performance training elsewhere. The
company is housed in its own space in the
heart of Galway, which is itself a hub for
performance and training, and is used by a
variety of organisations and collaborations.
The company has been successful in its goal
of seeking to provide quality performance
based experiences for audiences in Galway
and across Ireland. This professional theatre
company, which comprises of a troupe of

seven to nine actors, all graduates of the
performance arts school, produces
professional theatre productions in
collaboration with directors, writers and other
theatrical disciplines of national standing.
Blue Teapot is relatively unique in Ireland
providing a place where actors with an
intellectual disability can achieve excellence,
and where audiences can benefit from the
unique standpoint of this group of professional
artists.

Introduction to Social
Return on Investment
SROI is a type of cost benefit analysis; it uses a
specific methodology underpinned by seven
principles to assess the impact and value of a
service. SROI assesses the value of outcomes
to those who are affected, either positively or
negatively, by the service. It evaluates a
services return to society compared to the
resources invested in it.
The notion behind SROI is that some expensive
goods or services may actually destroy value,
when the effect on all those around it is
calculated. To illustrate this think about a
furniture manufacturer that uses a much loved
local forest for its wood. In this case destroying
a community resource has a much higher
negative value that the value of local jobs for
the community. Other services may have a
significant positive effect compared to the
amount that is invested into them. This is
generally due to the service being efficient at
creating highly valued outcomes for its
stakeholders. This cost benefit analysis shows
that Blue Teapot falls within this category.
SROI involves assigning a monetary value to all
the resources that go into the project and all
the outcomes that result from the project. This
is done by engaging stakeholders in assessing
the value for them as well as using research to
support stakeholder assessment of value. The
monetary value assigned to each outcome
(proxy values) are then downwardly adjusted
to account for:

•

•
•

The change that would likely have
occurred without the service existing
(known as deadweight)
The amount that other people or services
contributed to the change (attribution)
Some outcomes will have a value over a
number of years, in this case the length of
time that values will last is also estimated
and the values after year one are adjusted
to reflect that Blue Teapot will have less
influence on these outcomes each year
(drop-off).

These calculations are all available in an
impact map which provides detailed
information in relation to each outcome.
In order to gather the substantial amount of
data that an SROI involves, the research
involved 289 people, through focus groups,
interviews and surveys. The research engaged
programme participants, parents of
participants, staff, board and volunteers,
contract workers, referring agencies, funders,
local and regional council representative,
companies renting the theatre space,
neighbours, audience and workshop
attendees and other local and national arts
groups, arts funding and promotion agencies
and academics. The process also involved a
literature review and analysis of project data.
Finally the evaluation was sent to the Social
Value U.K for verification, which involved a
rigorous peer review of the evaluation to
ensure it was in line with the seven SROI
principles, including not overvaluing the
impact of the service.

The Value of the Blue
Teapot – The SROI
The Social Return on Investment (SROI) ratio is
calculated by dividing the value of the total
outcomes by the total inputs in a given time
period. The SROI ratio for Blue Teapot is 1:
€4.18, which exists within a range of values
between €3.36 and €4.47, to reflect possible
alternate valuation scenarios.

This means that for every €1
invested into Blue Teapot there is a
return to individuals and services
of approximately €4.
The following diagram shows which groups
receive value from the programme. Note that
the value to family members, services hiring
the venue and workshop attendees was of
value to individuals interviewed as part of the
research, however has been excluded from
the chart as in each case the value
accounted for less than 1% of the total value
of the programme
The total value of outcomes for five years
following the year being reviewed in the SROI
is €1,865,767. As shown in the chart on the
following page, two thirds (71%) of the value
of the programme is experienced by
programme participants, which for many was
considered a life changing experience.
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Figure 1: The value of outcomes to stakeholders groups over five years

The Outcomes Achieved by Blue Teapot’s Work
Overview

This section of the report outlines the key
stakeholder groups who received value from
the programme. it outlines the outcomes
received and highlights key themes using
quotes from the research. For information on
how these outcomes were valued, please
refer to the impact map or the full report.

Theatre Company Participants
and Members of the Performing
Arts programme
•
•
•
•

15 of 16 improved their communication
skills
15 of 16 experienced a reduction in
isolation
13 of 16 increased their sense of life
satisfaction
11 of 16 achieved greater independence
in relation to travel and living skills

All 8 of 8 Theatre company staff increased
their earning from work
Comments from this stakeholder group or from
their parents speaking about their experience
include:

He#was#attending#a#day#centre,#however,#they#
wouldn’t!be#able#to#engage#with#him#and#
maintain&his&interest&in&the&same&way&as&Blue&
Teapot.(At(Blue(Teapot,(he(is(able(to(make(
friends(and(express(himself(fully.((Parent(4)!
Acting'makes'you'happy.!(Theatre(member(2)!
!
He#has#improved#greatly#in#his#speech.#
Previously,,he,did,not,talk,to,anyone,in,the,
house&and&would&just&stay&in&his&room.&Now&
he#is#more#able#to#talk#with#everyone#and#it#
has$improved$a$great$deal.$People$can$
understand)what)he’s)talking)about)and)they)
used#to#not#really#understand#what#he#was#
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saying.(His(comprehension(has(really(
improved.*(Parent*11)!
We#have!learnt'how'to'trust'each'other'"!we#
are$friends$for$life.!(Theatre(member(2)!
!
At#a#fundamental#level,#(Blue#Teapot)#has#
given&meaning&to&her&life.&It#has#given#her#a#
reason'to'get'excited'about'participating'in'
something*worthwhile.*It*has*added*interest,*
meaning'and'excitement'and'it'is'what'she'
lives&for.&(Parent&4)!
!
Her$vocabulary$has$improved$and$her$
understanding+of+her+speech+and+what’s+she+
saying$has$improved.$Her$willingness$to$
speak&out&loud&has&improved&both&at&home&
and$in$public.$(Parent$6)!
!
I"get"two"buses"here"and"back…"it’s"not"far"
for$me$at$all…$I’ve$learned$this$since$being$in$
Blue%Teapot.%(Theatre%member%7)!

Bright Soul Participants

All 14 participants experienced an
improvement in communication and social
skills or maintained previous significant
improvements. Comments from this
stakeholder group include:

My#brother#is#autistic#and#Blue#Teapot#has#
given&him&an&opportunity&to&express&himself(
in#public.#There's#been#many#times#where#I've#
seen$him$perform$and$act$in$ways$that$I've$
never%seen%him%communicate%before%and%I%
think&it’s&because&Blue&Teapot&has&found&a&
way$to$encourage$and$engage$with$him$in$
new$ways.$(Sibling$18)!
Blue%Teapot%has$made$him$more$confident,$
able%to%speak%out,%and%express%himself%in%new%
ways.&I&have&seen&his&life&in&Galway&and&he's&
very%happy%with%the%people%that%he%works%
with%at%Blue%Teapot,%he%doesn't%speak%out%as%
much%while%at%home.%(Parent%20)!

Family Members / Guardians
•
•

14 of 17 Improved parent and child
interaction
9 of 17 Reduction in stress or worry about
child

5 of 17 New relationships with other
parents / parental support and / or new
opportunities or experiences (i.e. travel)
•
8 of 17 (Negative outcome) Fear of
future lack of opportunity to experience
fulfilment/ satisfaction
Comments from this stakeholder group
include:
•

The$staff$are$so$friendly$and$work$so$well$
with%participants.%There%is%no%such%thing%as%
passing'them'over'if'they'are'not'doing'well,'
and$they$all$love$them$so$much.$It’s$fabulous.$
They%are%as%much%wanted%at%Blue%Teapot%as%
they%are%at%home.%(Parent%2)!
!
The$whole$atmosphere$is$very$relaxed,$caring$
and$is$a$strong$learning$environment.$I’m$so$
impressed(that(our(children(can(accomplish(
so#much.%(Parent%19)%!
!
I"was"worried"about"our"son’s"emotional"
wellbeing,)as)he)used)to)be)very)depressed.)I)
am#now#less#worried#about#his#wellbeing#
because'he'has'chilled'out'and'no'longer'has'
down%days.%(Parent%9)%!
I"have"met"so"many"parents"and"staff"
through'Blue'Teapot.'They’ve'become'
friends.)I’ve)had)an)opportunity)to)visit)new)
places'and'meet'different'people.'(Parent'8)!
My#concern#is#that#when#the#Blue#Teapot#
finishes'where'will'our'daughter'go'then.'She'
has$enhanced$abilities$and$self"esteem,&and"
ambitions)to)change)the)world,)and)we)don’t)
know%where%she%will%go%next.%(Parent%5)!

External Support Services

3 Client Support Services stated that Blue
Teapot saved them around €1,500 a year in
staff time due to the support provided to
clients. Comments from this stakeholder group
include:

Our$mutual$client$now$thinks,$“I$am$a$
professional,,this,is,a,job,and,I,need,to,do,it,
properly,(he(takes(his(professional(
responsibilities+very+seriously.+The+challenge+
is#real#and#this#is#what#creates#the#sense#of#
achievement)"!it’s%not%an%easy%ask.%(Support%
service'1)!
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!
I"was"in"a"supermarket"with"the"client,"I"was"
helping(with(the(shop,(and(a(random(
stranger,"came"over,"apologised#for#
interrupting)and)came)up)to)the)client)and)
told%him%how%great%and%impressive%he%was"in"
the$theatre.$After$this$he$was$10$feet$tall,$his$
chest&puffed&out.%It%was%great%to%be%
recognised#for#his#work.#(Support#service#2)!
It#means#less#time#we#need#to#spend#with#him#
{client},*at*least*an*hour*a*week*is*saved,*
every%week.%Primarily%in%relation$to$tenancy$
supports'and'emotional'support.'(Support'
service'2)'!

Sessional Workers
•

•

•

12 of 25 experienced an increase in
workplace skills resulting in better work
practice
15 of 25 gained increased Income as a
result of working for Blue Teapot that
would not have been replaced through
other sources
13 of 25 Increased Income from other
contracts and work as a direct result from
experience with Blue Teapot

Comments from this stakeholder group
include:

The$emotional$impact$of$doing$this$work$was$
incalculable.*Literally,*this*was*a*life"changing'
experience(for(me(personally.((Contractor(3)!
They%are%an%essential%resource%and%a%vibrant%
artistic'group,'who'are'leaders'in'their'field.'
They%achieve%high%standards%of%excellence%in%
terms&of&theatre&making.#(Contractor#12)!
The$group$gathered$around$the$Blue$Teapot$
programme(was(extraordinarily(able.(They(
were$experienced$in$dealing$with$the$
Company,)and)creative)to)an)extreme)in)how)
they%approached%the%work.%I%learned%from%
them%flexibility,%adaptability,%and$new$ways$
of#approaching#new#issues.#(Contractor#2)!
I"find"that"being"able"to"say"that"I"work"with"
Blue%Teapot%often%makes%people%take%me%
more%seriously%in%a%professional%capacity%"!the$

company(is(very(highly(regarded.((Contractor(
2)!

Volunteers
•
•

•

4 of 6 increased workplace skills resulting
in better work practice
3 of 6 increased income from work as a
direct result of experience with Blue
Teapot
3 of 6 Increased their wellbeing as a result
of experience with Blue Teapot

Comments from this stakeholder group
include:

Blue%Teapot%is%clearly%strong…%at%advocating%
for$often"unheard(voices,(and(at(fostering(
talent&and&joy&in&actors,&students&and&
volunteers*alike.*(Volunteer*2)!
That%they%treat%everyone%who%works!with%
them%as%an%equal%despite%the%various%levels%of%
abilities(that(they(might(have.(They(don't(
positively!discriminate+by+staging+'pity'+
productions.,(Volunteer,4)!

Audience Members
120 audience members were engaged and
stated that outcomes from attending a show
were an improved understanding of disability
resulting in more positive interactions with
people with ID as well as the entertainment
value of performances. Audience members
valued the experience of attending the show
at just over double the ticket price. Comments
from this stakeholder group include:

I"loved"it"I"thought"the"writing"was"really"
brave,'they'tackled'the'issues'head"on#and#
they%did%it%through%comedy;&it&was&heartfelt&
and$warm.!(Audience)member:)Dublin)!
I"thought"the"play"was"excellent,!acting'was'
brilliant(and(it(addressed(a(fundamental(
human&rights&issue.&I&think&this&play&did&more&
than%years%of%campaigning%and%debate%by%
bringing&it&to&such&a&basic&human&level.&
(Audience)member:)Galway)!
Amazing(show.!I"have"a"brother"with"ID"who"
is#in#a#relationship!but$they$can’t"be"together."
I"found"it"very"emotional"and"upsetting"and"
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inspiring.(I(think(this(is(life"changing'theatre.'
I"hope"they"put"it"on"again"so"I"can"bring"
some%family%members%and%change%some%
views.#(Audience#member:#Galway)!
!
It#was#so#insightful.#Thank#you#so#much#to#the#
actors'and'the'production'team,'it'was'
emotional)and!highly&interesting,&
remarkable."(Audience"member"26,"Galway)!

Galway Civic and Arts
Organisations

Staff from civic organisations and councils
were interviewed and reported, as a result of
Blue teapot’s work: an increase in strength of
the Galway brand as a national hub for arts
excellence and accessibility as well as an
increase in accessibility and raised
expectations about what people with an
Intellectual disability can do. Comments from
this stakeholder group include:

They%are%a%model%flagship%company%for%arts%
and$disability…$We$care$for$Blue$Teapot$and$
their&work.&For&the&last&several&years&their&
theatre&has&been&a&highlight!of#the#festivals,#
their&shows&are&highly&anticipated,&and&are&
expected'to'sell'out,'and'they'do."!
!
A"key"thing"about"Blue"Teapot"is"their"unique"
contribution)to)the)Irish)cultural)landscape.)
They%contribute%to%the%national%
understanding+about+what+theatre!is.$The$
other&thing&they&are&doing&is&taking&their&
theatre&out&of&their&locality.&Theatre&
companies*can*often*survive*in*a*locality*
because'of'networks'and'so'on,'but'when'it'
stands&on&its&own&with&an&audience&that&is&
not$aware$of$their$context,$then$this!is#
important.!

They%have%made%a%very%significant%
contribution)to)national)arts)dialogue)in)
relation)to)inclusion,)it’s)a)huge)statement)–!
That$performers$that$come$from$a$non"
professional+background+and+also+with+a+
disability)are)capable)of)achieving)at)the)
highest'level.!

Funding and Partner Agencies
(Brothers of Charity Services
Galway and Ability West)

Increase in promotion and publicity
outcomes
•
Increase in ability for families and people
with intellectual disabilities to
communicate in relation to issues around
sexuality, privacy and intimate
relationships
•
Increase in Staff Morale (Brothers of
Charity Only)
Comments from this stakeholder group
include:
•

Would&like&to&get&more&service&users&involved.&
It’s"a"very"positive"project"to"have"and"the"
work%they%have%done%in%the%past%has%been%
incredible)and)has)opened)the)eyes)of)the)
community.*(Staff*respondent*7)!
I"think"they"force"us"to"look"at"Ability"rather$
than%Disability.%(Staff%respondent%18)!
It#has#a#positive#affect#in#showing#the#wider#
disability)community)the)possibilities)that)are)
there%for%individuals%to%participate%in%
projects.*I*believe*it*is*an*inspiration*to*
others.((Staff(respondent(3)!
!
Equality)at)its)best.!(Staff&respondent&12)!

They%have%changed%the%perception%of%the%arts%
and$disability;$I$don't$think$they$get$enough$
recognition.!
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An Analysis of Inputs into the Programme

Membership subs
(Bright Souls)
1%
Income from
rental of space
1%

Volunteer
hours
2%
Audience tickets
sales and venue reimbursements
(1151 ticket sales)
12%

Philanthropic
funding
7%

Fundraising
15%

Board
contribution in
volunteer hours
2%

Grants Galway
City and
County
councils
4%

State funding
56%

The inputs analysis shows that Blue Teapot
operates as a social enterprise, which is an
organisation with a social mission that uses
business models to generate income.
Currently 14% of the organisation’s income is
made from business inputs, namely
subscriptions, ticket sales and rental space.
This chart also shows that Blue Teapot is
dependent to some degree on fundraising
and grant making with a total income of
€52,787, which together presents 13% of the
overall income of the organisation. This
income was considered as necessary to

ensure the high quality of the arts
programming, upon which the success of the
organisation is clearly connected to. This is a
notable figure considering there are no
dedicated resources for fundraising and grant
writing within the staff team.
This reliance on fund raising and grants also
presents potential sustainability issues for the
organisation in continuing with the high levels
of quality programming and productions,
which incur unavoidable costs and which
state funding does not cover.

Recommendations for Future Development
Recommendation Group One: The
Business Model and Move on
Options for Participants

1.1 Establishment of an Agent
for ID Actors and Performers
There was significant support for the
development of a part time agent role to
promote professional and mainstream acting
opportunities for graduates of the performing
arts programme, as well as other disability and
arts courses within Ireland.
This would have the dual purpose of
increasing the visibility of intellectually
disabled actors and performers and providing
graduates with more professional
opportunities in theatre, television, broadcast
and other relevant forums. This role has the
potential to also include supports for theatre
and production companies in relation to using
intellectually disabled actors, as well as
promoting the use of intellectually disabled
actors and the benefits of this to companies.
This model could aim to be self-sustaining over
time. This recommendation would benefit
from additional feasibility testing and would
be best actioned in consultation and
partnership with relevant national bodies.

1.2 To Establish a Social
Enterprise Project which
provides Workshops Tutored by
Blue Teapot Graduates
There was significant support from stakeholder
groups for the establishment of an additional
social enterprise component of Blue Teapot.
This would involve graduates of the Performing
Arts programme or the theatre company
delivering workshops / training to other groups
such as:
•
Intellectually disabled groups and
staff in intellectual disability services
•
Youth and school groups
•
Students in third level arts
programmes

•
•

Summer schools
Adult performance art programmes

This project would provide paid work to Blue
Teapot graduates in the same manner as the
Theatre Company. To progress, the project
would require dedicated part time staff to
support and seek funding for this. An initial
pilot period of at least three years is
recommended to allow for the development
of partnerships and markets.
There are a number of companies within
Europe providing services with this model.
These should provide useful learning in relation
to the business model, the unique selling point
of such programmes, and the time and
supports required for establishment of the
model. Development of the project would
also draw on learning from recent Blue Teapot
workshop provision experiences.
This project would benefit from a feasibility
study and the subsequent development of a
business model to clarify resources required
and evidence that the model has potential to
be sustainable over time.

1.3 To Review Transition
Supports for Graduates Moving
between Blue Teapot and
Mainstream Services1
In order to ensure that individuals have a
positive experience of moving between the
Performing Arts programme and other
disability supports, the transition process
should be reviewed to ensure that it creates,
as far as possible, meaningful and challenging
positions for graduates that utilise the skills and
creativity gained through their engagement
with Blue Teapot.

Such as Brothers of Charity Services Galway, Ability
West and Rehab Care
1
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1.4 Support the Regional
Development of Further
Performance Art Opportunities
for Graduates of the Performing
Arts School

1.6 Develop a Multi-agency
Strategy for the Purchase of a
Purpose Built Space / or
Purchase and Refurbishment of
the Existing Space

One of the only consistently discussed
negative outcomes of Blue Teapot was that
following completion of the Performing Arts
School there are few move on options for
individuals. This was viewed as having
significant negative affects on individuals who
had found meaning and value in their work
and lives, but are not supported or able to
sustain this.

The other area with some negative feedback
was in relation to the physical building. While it
was noted that as a space, the building has
an excellent ‘vibe and energy’, as well as
being very accessible, it was also noted that
the heating and flooring could be improved,
as well as eliminating dampness, to ensure
that all spaces within the building are fit for
purpose. It is recommended that any future
organisational strategies consider purchase of
a dedicated building or refurbishment of the
existing space and the risk to sustainability
inherent in the existing rental arrangement.
The ability to access low cost loans2 for
community enterprises could be considered
as part of this strategy.

It is recommended that Blue Teapot work with
other partner agencies and mainstream
services to ensure appropriate arts based,
challenging and supportive programmes are
offered to this group (and other clients) at a
range of levels including amateur
performance, internships and community
theatre.
There is potential for Blue Teapot to provide
paid mentoring for the development of such
programmes.

1.5 Consider the Business
Model which Underpins Blue
Teapots Performances
A number of commentators, particularly from
arts organisations, suggested that Blue Teapot
explore a range of options for producing
theatre, other than performances with the full
ensemble cast. It was noted that there were
significant cost challenges in bringing the full
ensemble company to audiences outside of
Galway and that there was potential for
undertaking shows with a smaller cast,
resulting in shows that are easier to travel with.
The complexity of sets could also be reviewed
for shows with an intended national audience,
which could reduce get-in costs.
On consideration, Blue Teapot may not
change its model and approach. However, a
clear rationale for the approach taken by the
company could also serve to clarify the cost
structure in future funding applications.

1.7 Broaden Partnerships and
Use of Established Theatres
A theme within the research was the need for
Blue Teapot to continue its partnership work
and location sharing with established arts
venues. This was seen, particularly by arts
commentators and funders as an important
aspect of pushing the mainstreaming of the
Blue Teapot theatre and ensuring its
continued contribution to regional and
national arts dialogue. It was also commented
that the use of alternate venues may assist in
further developing the audience for Blue
Teapots work.

1.8 The Further Use of
Volunteers Should also be
Considered, as this is a
Significant Strength of the Blue
Teapot Approach
The service has significant strength, as
evidenced through the SROI, in relation to
engaging and providing meaningful
opportunities for volunteers, who derive
significant value from this experience. There is
potential for Blue Teapot to further benefit
2
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from experienced volunteers, particularly in
relation to areas related to fundraising,
administration, facilitation, support, and
project management.

1.9 Increase the
Rehabilitative Funding Places
from Five to Nine and clarify the
Recruitment Process
Developing a strategy for increasing the
places in the Performing Arts School in order to
meet more of the demand for services is
recommended. This could be achieved
through increased HSE rehabilitative funding,
business scholarships and potentially paid
places (by external sponsoring agencies).
Review and embed a clear and transparent
recruitment and scoring system, which
considers the interest and competence or
talent of potential recruits is also
recommended.

1.10 Developing a Fundraising
Strategy that builds on the
Public Profile of Blue Teapot
and aims towards and increase
in state funding
Develop a fundraising strategy that utilises:
business sponsorship, donor funding, one-off
events, grant applications, and arts and
community liaison. This strategy could utilise
the positive public relations of the organisation
to support development.
Importantly, as part of this strategy, there
needs to be ongoing negotiations with state
funders as the evaluation highlights that 20%
of the programme costs are raised through
fundraising and philanthropy. With no
dedicated resources, i.e. a fundraising officer,
for continued accessing of these resources
this presents a significant vulnerability within
the business model of Blue Teapot. It should
also be noted that programme quality is
dependant on this income.
Explore initial start-up options for resourcing
the strategy, such as: 1) Contracting a
volunteer or intern, whose first task is to fund
their own part time fundraiser role, and/or 2)
Develop a fundraising sub-group of the board.

1.11 Training Provision in
Disability and the Arts
Blue Teapot has benefitted from the support
of a number of long-term volunteers. To
maintain and encourage consistent
volunteerism and to further embed the
organisations values in relation to
appropriately rewarding people for their work,
it is recommended that a training scheme be
developed for volunteers who wish to
undertake more formal training after working
with Blue Teapot for a specific time.
Another theme within the research,
highlighted by multiple stakeholder groups, is
that there are few available professional
training options for people wishing to work in
disability and arts within Ireland. There is
potential for the informal role which Blue
Teapot plays in this area to be formalised
through the provision of professional
qualifications in partnership with a relevant
third level provider, or though the existing
FETAC structures. This would need to be
resourced through an appropriate business
strategy and could present opportunities for
new revenue streams, should start up funding
be made available.

1.12 All Development is
Undertaken with an Awareness
of the Need to Ensure
Sustainably of Existing Work,
Staff and Production Quality
The high quality of the Blue Teapots theatre
and performance was seen as the key
strength of the organisation, and the factor
that other successes depended upon. Also
highlighted as a key theme within the
research, was the lean staff structure and the
dedication and commitment of the team to
their work.
In order to undertake any new projects, there
is a need to attain further resources so as to
maintain the sustainability and quality of the
existing programmes.
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Recommendation Group Two:
Internal Processes and Systems

1.13 Board Processes
Reviewed to Ensure Efficiency
and Best Use of Time and Skills
The board has a vital role to play in relation to
supporting the future development of Blue
Teapot and the achievement of any future
strategic actions. It is recommended that the
board undertake the following steps to ensure
they are best placed to optimise the
significant knowledge and resources within
the group; 1) develop a strategic plan to
guide developmental work over the next five
years, 2) review board processes to ensure
that meetings are time efficient, productive
and that potential conflicts of interest are
managed in line with good practice such as
the Governance Code and, 3) to explore
annual provision of collective events such as
AGMs and collaborative strategic planning
sessions, which bring together various key
stakeholder groups, particularly board
members, parents, participants and staff.

1.14 Implement a Standard
Outcome Assessment Process
as Part of an Outcome
Framework
This evaluation has shown that Blue Teapot
support important and meaningful change for
key stakeholder groups. It is recommended
that Blue Teapot uses an accessible pre-and
post assessment with participants and their
families to record change, in as robust manner
as possible. The outcomes articulated in this
SROI should guide this process. It is
recommended that partnership with a
university or third level training institution is
developed to support selection of
appropriate outcome tools.
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Report Summary
This evaluation highlights the excellent value
proposition of the Blue Teapot Theatre
Company; the externally validated SROI,
showed a retum on investment of around four
euro for every euro invested in the
programme. Over 70% of this value was
related to outcomes experienced by
participants. Many participants and their
family members described the impact of Blue
Teapot as being life changing and saw it as
vastly different to other services available to
them. One of the few negatives associated
with the project was the limited follow on
options for those participants who would not
be able to join the professional company. This
issue, as well as challenges in relation to
programme sustainability, are addressed
within the recommendation section.
A thematic analysis of the interview content
showed a number of clear themes which
were common to the several stakeholder
groups. Most commonly noted was the
commitment of staff, which was seen as
pivotal to the creation of the supportive family
environment which in turn was considered
unique across disabiltiy services.
Another key theme was the artistic excellence
of Blue Teapot which was viewed as a
reflection of three main interrelated factors.
Firstly, a strongly held organisational belief that
people with intellectual disability, who had
the right supports, could make art on a par
with other mainstream artists. The second
factor contributing to the company’s creative
success was a commitment to working with
the best professional collaborators, tutors and
technicians and performing in well regarded
venues as well as particpating in regionally
and nationally recognised events and
festivals. Lastly, the ability of the company to
operate on a level playing field with other well
recognised theatre groups, was attributed by
many interviewees to the artistic vision,
bravery and innovation of the company. The
vision was also informed by particular
methodologies and an approach which the
company has developed over years. This
approach was described by more than one
person as the ability to set the bar high and
then support people gracefully over it.

The fact that Blue Teapot has clear impacts
across such a wide range of stakeholders is
also testament to its partnership ethos. Blue
Teapot is the center of a vibrant and inspiring
community of people with intellectual
disability, parents, artists and civic
organisations and of course its audience, who
value the entertainment its provides and the
thought provoking, mindset changing work it
produces. The company has played a pivotal
role in re-writing the rules in both disability
services and arts practice and has created a
better and a very valuable life experience for
all those that engage with the service.

The Full Report
To download the full report and impact map
go to: website link
To cite: Gardner C., Isard, P., Ability not
Disability: Arts, Bravery and Changing Views in
Ireland. Blue Teapot, Galway, 2015. Quality
Matters

This report has been assured by Social Value
UK. The report shows a good understanding
of, and is consistent with, the Social Value
process and principles. Assurance here does
not include verification of stakeholder
engagement, data and calculations.
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